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DOLPHIN DISCOVERY PUERTO AVENTURAS

RECEIVES ITS 1 MILLIONTH GUEST
Dolphin Discovery Puerto Aventuras celebrated the arrival of its 1 millionth guest on March 7th. Ricardo Teobaldi, the lucky winner, and
his wife were greeted with mariachi and staff applause upon arrival.

They received a valid check for
1 Million Dolphin Swims at any

of the Dolphin Discovery Group's
parks around the world.

As an additional gift the 1 Millionth visitor along with his
wife, received an upgrade in their Swim with Dolphins
program, which allowed them to interact with Dolphins,
as well as Sea Lions and Manatees.
Soon Dolphin Discovery Isla Mujeres will receive its
visitor number 2 Million; stay tuned for our next newsletter
to find out who the lucky winner is!

PUERTO

AVENTURAS

Help us make this news report more interesting for you, send us your
comments and suggestions to rpublicas@dolphindiscovery.com

WEDDINGS AND EVENTS

DISCOVERY
IS RENEWED
As a result of the increase in demand that this segment has had in
this Caribbean destination year after year, the Weddings and
Events Discovery area presented the re-launch of its romance
segment at the Garrafon Park facilities in Isla Mujeres.

The main reason for the event was to announce the services
and new trends that Weddings and Events Discovery offers
inside the parks in the Mexican Caribbean.
We have outdoor and closed venues, and in the six vessels, we can carry
out all kinds of corporate or social events.

AQUARIUM MAR DEL PLATA,

RESCUES AND REINTRODUCES
3 SEA LIONS BACK TO THE SEA
The Marine Fauna Rehabilitation Center, which is based in Aquarium Aquarium in Mar del Plata, Argentina, recently rescued 3 Sea Lions,
whom they named Santi, Guille, and Dani.
Santi was rescued at Waikiki Beach in November 2018. His conditions were complicated, he had very low weight and an atypical molt that
compromised his health. Guille is an adult Sea Lion who had a major infected wound and was rescued in Puerto Beach in November and
finally, Dani, the smallest of the three, had very low weight.
Due to the proper care that the Veterinarians and Marine Mammals Specialists gave to these three Sea Lions, they were able to recover fully
and reach optimal conditions. Thanks to our knowledge and experience, we are able to help Marine Mammals in the wildlife.

On March 1st, the reintegration of these 3 Sea Lions
on the Aquarium beach was carried out.

Stay connected through our news reports, we have more plans and projects to share with you

HAS NEW
ATRACTIONS
For this new season, Zoomarine opened 3 new attractions. Zooinpista,
an ice rink where you can practice your best pirouettes and shock your
family! A new Habitat was also opened called Garden of the Lemurs,
where you have the opportunity to interact with these fascinating
species and finally the Punta Cana Pool where you can relax and get a
dose of Vitamin Sea.

Currently, Zoomarine has more than 40 attractions,
enough for you to have a spectacular day!

DOLPHIN DISCOVERY GROUP GROWS

IN JAMAICA
In the first days of March, Dolphin Cove Puerto Seco opened its
doors. It is a place surrounded by the crystal and clear waters
in the Caribbean Sea where 4 Dolphins live.
This new Habitat is located within the facilities of Puerto Seco Beach, a
beach club where you can find a floating water park, pool, restaurant,
snorkel tour, diving, kayaks, and paddle boards. You will have an
exciting day at the beach!

The other Dolphin Cove Jamaica Habitats are located
in Ocho Rios, Montego Bay and inside the Moon Palace
Hotel. The brand also has presence in Grand Cayman.

Stay connected through our news reports, we have more plans and projects to share with you

Valentine’s Day arrived to

Gulf World and Dolphin Connection
Gulf World at Panama City Beach Florida and Dolphin Connection at Florida Keys celebrated Valentine's Day decorating their facilities, on
that day photographers took several romantic and funny photos of lovely couples next to the Dolphins. Activities took place to celebrate
love among couples and families.

MEET SHADIA
IN

The oceans are threatened
by pollution, overfishing
and microplastics.
Shadia is an ambassador
for marine life who, through
interaction, teaches us about
caring for the environment and
how we can help protect it.

AMBASSADOR
OF THE OCEAN

Stay connected through our news reports, we have more plans and projects to share with you

